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ABSTRACT

The postulate that negatiye energy particles do not exist (travelling

forward in time) leadeautomatically to the "re-interpretation principle" by

Stuckelberg and Feynman. It has already heen shovn that such a "principle",

assumed as the third postulate of special relativity,ensures the validity of

the lav of (retarded) causality froth in standard relativity and in (extended)

relativity with tachyons and with SiqwrlTaoinal inertial franes. Our third

postulate, moreover, allowsJ[to predict antlpartlcle existence in a purely

relativistic context..

In this piper we. atov ttat the third poetnlate i i sufficient to implement

the law of causality even in oscrophysicBfwben usual macro-objects interact

vtth micro-tachyons and macro-tachyons. To that aim, some tacnyon klnenatics

i s further developed, which can be useful even in understanding elementary

particle Interactions (and maybe hadroa structure).

Many other related problems are discussed. -
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I .

It i s known that special relativity (SR) can be extended to faster-
2} ' '

than-ligbt inertial frames and objects (tachyons) without leaving open
any causality problem. For inBtance, a l l the proposed "causality paradoxes"

l) U)
have easily been solved ' o n the basis of the Dirac-Stuekelberg-Feynman

"re-interpretation principle" (RIP). - 1 ' ' 5 '

Namely, an extended relativity free of any causal -violation can be

derived from the following three postulates :

I) Principle of relativity (PR): Lavs of mechanics and electromagnetisn

are covarlant (* invariant in form) when passing from an inertial frame to

another frame in uniform, straight relative motion (with speeds — < u <+™).

II) Space-time i s homogeneous and space is isotropic. (note: light

speed invariance need not be postulated since i t can be derived from postulates

I) and II ) , as known since 1910.)" '

III) Third postulate: "negative energy particles moving forward in time

do not exist (and, for every observer, physical signals are transported only
be R̂

by the objects that appear to [ carrying positive energy)". Careful in-

vestigation of SB, in the light of such a postulate, together with the ob-

servation that we "explore" space--time only forward in time ( i . e . in the time

direction fixed by the behaviour of macro-objects ) automatically leads us to the

"RIP": 5 ' "Any negative energy particle P will travel backwards in tine

(and vice versa); i t can, and must, be re-interpreted as i t s antiparticle P
travelling, with positive energy, forward in time". 9)

As shown in Hefs.l,U,5,6, and partly in this paper
10) our third

postulate, i.e. the "RIP", is equivalent to postulating the -principle of

will(retarded) causality, since i t ensures *'' } ' 6 ' that every observer will always

see causes to happen chronologically before its own "effects

12)The important point is that SR requires only physical laws " ' .(and

not "descriptions" ) to be covariaiit. For instance, in Ref.l i t has

been shown that in (extended) relativity the "principle of (retarded) causality"

is a law, whereas the assignment of the nasies "cause" and "effect" are

description details. Therefore, according to the "SIP" (cf. Fig.l6, p.239

of Ref.l), we are forced * to abandon the old conviction that Judgement

about what i s cause and what i s effect i s independent of the observer
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II . MACKO-OBJECTS, HJTROPI ABD IHrOBMttnOH TRAHSMISSIOH BY TACHYOHS

We want t o s t re s s here that our "third postulate" of SR recovers

causal i ty for the taehyons not only in case of elementary processes - as

mainly considered, t i l l now-but aleo in macroscopic processes , where

entropy consi'derations axe in order; 'even i f Many phys i c i s t s are e t i l l unaware

of these facts.

Let \ts consider two bodies, A and B (for simplicity, at rest «-

respect to each other) .Then, let us consider - to their rest frame s ( i . e . in

the lab) - the exchange of a tachyon T along the positive x direction! sith

speed +V, from A (source) to B ( detector). Sow, the frame vith speed
2 l)

u = u « c /V will see the tachyon T travelling at infinite speed , and
(as illustrated, e .g. , in Fig.12 of Ref.l, p.236) any frame with speed

u > c /V would "see

energy: that i s to s.

other words, i f we consider a (•ubluminal) boost along the positive

T as going backwards in time and bearing negative

energy: that i s to say, i t wil l actually observe an antitachyon T. In

1),5)direction with speed c /V < u < c, then the new observer s' will see

because of "RIP" - an antitachyon T emitted by B (source) and absorbed by

A (detector) and carrying,of course,positive energy forward in time (see FIg.l).

The point is that, while s observes, e.g.,the energy of A decreasing

in that process, on the contrary, s' observes the energy of A increasing

in the same process. (We shall use these results in See.V). However, for

each observer the law of energy conservation is satisfied in the observed

process. Again, only the description "details" are not invariant, in full

accord with special relativity (SR) that does not require their Invariance.

ForjBtiitable definition and analysis of "law", "description", etc., see, e.g.,

p.2U8 of Ref.l. To clarify the situation, let us remember that SR (and Boppler)

taught us that,for example,the colour of an object is not Lorenti invariant

(even if nothing prevents any observer, who knows SB, fro» "calculating" .

the "real" colour, i.e. the intrinsic colour displayed by the object in its

rest frame). The necessary requirement of SB is that each observer puts forward

a self-consistent description containing the same (covariant) physical

lavs. *

These simple observations,which alBO apply to the previous case,will

help us in the following. ."They teach us that we must not be too surprised if,

to s' , A appears to be increasing its energy but appears to be decreasing *

it to s . Still, all observers can transform their observations into the

proper frame, where A, B are at rest (if A,B are at rest with respect to

each other), or - more generally - can agree to transform their observations to a
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(conventionally chosen) "privileged" frame. nevertheless. all observers -

In any case - will/, forward a self-consistent description, in agreement with SB.

At this point, ve have merely to notice that in Fig.l we can

have (instead of a tachyon exchange) a taehyon signal transmission by means

of a modulated tachyon bean. Then, entropy changes and information exchanges

behave --'when passing from one frame to another - exactly as energy

exchanges behaved in the previous example (Fig.l); so that, e.g., an information

increase observed by s can become an information decrease as regarded by

E 1. And so on.

We shall illustrate the.problems which could possibly arise, by

considering two examples,, i.e. by proposing two apparent paradoxes and then

solving them

III. C M A TACHYON OESEEVEH IHFOHM US ABOUT OUH FUTURE? (HO)

First, let us consider the case of a subluminajl frame (x,t) and of a

EuperltminBl frame (i',t') boosted along the (positive) x direction with

relative speed U > c (see Fig.2). Let us choose as common origin 0, the

event when both frames coincide. To s, the x axis represents all the events

contemporary. with 0 ; whilst, to s', all the events contemporary with

0 are represented by the i' axis. If information can be carried by (almost )

Infinite speed tachyons, then observer s' - when near 0 - can receive signals
this

from event E (see Fig.2) and can pass on i Information to s . It seems,

therefore, that e' can communicate (when near 0) to s information' on

the possible future of s.

However, it is clear that the "RIP" teaches us 1^'^'~6' the following:

The signal E~*0 will appear to observer s as a signal (or better "anti-

signal" ) sent by a' from 0 towards E (since, with respect to e, it would

be a "negative signal going backwards in time", which must be re-

interpreted according to "HIP"), In conclusion, according to s, observer »'

is predicting to it nothing but what can actually be "forecast" - on the 'basis

of our physical operations and of the physical laws, i.e.: observer s' is

merely "predicting" to s the obvious effects on E of the (anti)-signals

sent by itself .from 0 towards E, so as to physically influence it.

Even In this case, each observer puts forward a different description of

the same chain of eventB, but the law of (retarded) causality holds in all

descriptions, for all observers.

Let us now pass to a more "subtle" example. Involving a little more

deeply the tachyon mechanics, and spend some more words in solving the

relative (apparent) paradox. 10)

IV. TACHXOHS, FEEE VILL ABD EKTROPY

Let us now consider a. process such as in Fig.l, but with body B

moving with respect to body A. Let'us, therefore, consider two usual, inertial

observers (Fig.3) moving along the x direction relative to each other, with

speed u <c, and let us suppose that (according to,the frame s 5 (x,t))

observer s sends a signal to s' s (x',t') by means of a tachyonic beam

with speed V > c /u . According to B', however, the "tachyon beam" would

actually appear as an antitachyon beau emitted by s1 itself towards s .

Bow, we can well imagine that - when overcoming s1 at 0 - observer

s told s' about its intention of tramsitting to it (i.e. to s1) a tachyonic

signal (with speed V > c /u) at tine t, whosa Lorentz transformed value is time

t1 . Then, It seems that observer s' will be compelled — at a certain

instant t'-At' — to emit an (antl-)«ignal towards s, in order ... to save

the validity of the classical theory of taehyons in four dimensions. But

this woold of course violate the "free will" of observer s'! which can, onj the

contrary, decideJto send a signal (or anti-signal) towards s . A fortiori,

observer s1 can be in the impossibility of sending that signal, lacking

information on it (for instance, s told s1 - at 0 - that,at time" t ,

6- will send to s' one piece of music by a taehyoc beam with V > e /u ; and

s' may have no record of that music, so that it cannot send to s any anti-

music, I.e. any music b^ antitachyon beams). The situation seems self-

contradictory. The solution of the apparent paradox Is merely in the -

previously ignored - fact that mechnfHcel lavs of tachvons do not allow

observer s' (the moving body B) to Bbsorb any tachyon with BT>eed V y c /u .

In other words, a1 ean get Information from s through such a process (tachyon

beam emission by A and tachyon beam absorption by B) OBLY by means of tachyons

with speed V smaller than c /» (in which case no causal problem arises).

Ve explain this fact in the following section.

V. SOME (FURTHER) KINEMATICS FOR TACHXOMS

Let us first emphasise that a body cnnnot emit or absorb any tachyon

momentum, but only definite values of It. For instance, a body A at rest

{with respect to observer 0) ""tint, emit or absorb tachyons endowed with

Infinite speed (with respect to 0), unless A suitably decreases its rest

mass. • This is a trivial consequence of four-momentum conservation

-5-



For simplicity, we shall start by considering (moving) bodies B

that do not change their rest mass in the process of tachyon absorption.

Bamely, in the beginning: • -

i) If B is a nuclear or subnuclear particle, ve shall assume that

the absorbed tacayon does not carry sufficient energy to allow B to shift to

another (discrete) rest mass level.

ii) If B is a macroscopic body (as in the following), then ve shall

assume that the modulated tachyon beams are associated - as usually assumed

in the information transmission process - vith very small energies.as compared

with the rest energy of tHe body (detector) B; so that the possible change in

the rest mass of B is completely negligible.

Assumption ii) is equivalent to neglecting also the possible internal

energy as sociatedvitti tachyon absorption or (inelastic) scattering.

It must be stressed that in this paper ve are essentially considering

only tachyon emission or absorption. i.e., ve are investigating only in-

formation transmission by taehyon beams ttiat are merely either emitted (by

the "apparent" source) or absorbed (by the "apparent" detector) and not

scattered. In fact, ve do not even know yet how tachyons behave when inter-
ior

acting vith matter , even if extended relativity can help us to guess •

For instance, would the phenomenon corresponding to "bradyon termalization" be

that of having tachyons going approximately to infinite speed?

Now, then, let us consider a nacre—object B, with rest nass Mg,

moving vith (subliminal) speed u in the positive i direction and absorbing

tachyons moving (vith respect to the same reference frame sn) along the

positive x axis, as veil. Let the tachyons be emitted by a body A, vith

rest mass H,, at rest (see the following) in the origin of Then, in

the process of tachyon absorption by B we shall have [in natural units]:

(1)

where a , p are tachyon proper mass and 3-moaentvm, respectively, and

vhere ? is body B in i t i a l 3-mamentum. One immediately obtains p* as a

function of EL. and P
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so that, for every BSQ, the body B can absorb only the tachyons with a definite

(discrete) value of p*.

After having considered the absorption process (by B ) , let us turn our

attention to the emission process by A . The tachyon mechanics is such that

body A {at rest in sn) can emit tachyons (of any proper mass) only by levering
20) ~~*~~ —

its rest mass . Thus, in this case we cannot neglect &M = M' - H. ;
some trivial kinematics tells us that in this case

If A(M7) ia not quantized (as we Bay expect vhen dealing with a macro-object

A ) , the energy balance for the emission process

(3)

will not yield any definite constraint on the value of m (in terms of ]?
21)

and M,)- Therefore, under the previous assumptions, ve are left vith

Eg..(2), corresponding to Figs.ba and kb.

From Eq.(2), i t is straightforward to derive the important relation

(It)

vhere ve should remember that u s u is the relative speed between A and

B, and V is the speed of the beam tachyons.

As a conclusion,-if A vants to transmit information to B by tachyon

beams, it cannot use t&chypns vith speed V > c /v, i.e. it can only use

tachyons that yjll apueBT* even to B as travelling from A to B.

This conclusion vill nov be generalized to the case vhen also the

detector 6 is allowed to change its ovn rest mass. Let us notice tb&t

tachyon mechanics is such that a body at rest can absorb taehyons botV vHen

changing its mass and when conserving it -
-7-



Here we are going to asBume that if a Moving macroscopic body B does
change ita rest HISS while absorbing signal besm-'tachyDOB , then i t increases
i ts rest mass. In other vords, ve are assuming that tachyons absorbed by B
have rest mass nujBmall in comparison with the rat Bass M of the macro-
object B,and are endowed (with respect to s, that is to the rest frame of A)
with not too snail energies - i . e . vlth speeds not almost infinite - so as to be
able actually to carry information.

Furthermore, let us refer to Fig.3, i f -we »«nt (as usual in macro-
physics) that body 3 does not appreciably change i ts speed vhen absorbing the
tachyon beam, then i ts rest mass mast logically be assumed to increase (and,
if this increase i s negligible, ve are left with the case already considered
earlier). Then, for macro-ob.lectB B. we have (see Fig.5)

and Eq.(2) now readsT

2M:
fit* Ml) faU * i

(2')

thus yielding a |p*| value larger than that . yielded by Eq.(2). Otis means
that, even in this more general case, the speed V of beam' tachyons possibly
exchanged from A to E is a fortiori constrained to Tallies

cS/u 0.)

(in the initial rest frame of A), is vhicb ease us oausaj. paradoxes ariee.

We can again conclude that; every time (the macro-object) A

transmits information by a mcSulated tachyon beam to the (moving) macro-Object

B which absorbs the beam (either by conserving its rest mass or. by increasing

it}, then tachyon dynamics assures us .that also B will always see the beam

as going from A to B. So that neither will the free will of the observer be

Jeopardized nor shall ve actually meet any contradictory situation (of the

kind hypothetiealiy proposed in Sec.rv). '

In connection with Eq.(li), let us notice that - in four dimensions -

the relevant quantity will be, instead of V, the tachyon speed component

along the direction B-A.

I B «*werti«ndtk3q..(21}, let us notice that, for every a-, the body
I . ^
P 1 vhenever A can

assume only,discrete values (or, in particular, vhen it Is zero).

VI. 5&EHCE ncncai

In the previous section ve have been considering macro-braflyons
essentially absorbing beams made of micro-techyons. Here ve want to give a
hint about hov to proceed vhen dealing also with macro-tachyons. At this
point, let us take the liberty of using some science fiction. Bamely, let us

2k)assume that a reader R, seats on a chair and that an author A, switches
25)on, around him, a (rotating) Kerr or Kerr-Vevman black bole K,, so that

B̂  finds himself inside.the ergosphere.near i ts internal boundary horlion.
Then, the chair starts receiving angular momenta*:,, *o th*t K, crosses the
external, ergosphere boundary, transformiae Into a tachyon (see p.679 of first
Bef.25). Afterwards,R. travels, e.g., along the positive i direction with
speed V > c until he reaches - inivery start t ime- another, verjr far planet,

where a pieawer (»athor Ag) lul also already arrived and switched on » »econd,
•mil i is, I T i l l (in T i l l Wiillmin) Til i i t In i l l F . Then E_ captures • ft ,vtao ,

croesing the exteaial limit of l^ argosphen, transforms again Into a bradyon.
At last, t i« B, chair —g^1"" momsutii is ilowad down until R approaches
the internal horiioa of E_ ergoapbere, and »^ea*"pT|ji A- snitches ttt K,
(so that S^ can leave bis choir and walk on the new planet). Of course, K̂
and Kg are eoDsldered practically at rest with respect to each other (for
simplicity) "' : . -• • , .: ; -.'...'". . •• . . . ' . • .

At this point, i f we now consider a second reader Rg, travelling
(along the positii* i direction) with sublu»in«l speed u > c£/T, he will
not se« the reader R, (olng fron K, to BU but,on the contrary, will see -the anti-
reader R, going ffqa K- to L . Or, better, he will observe I_ creating a
pair R,, R. (the fact that in this case the traveller H. it tachyonic sad
the WBlting-on-the-new-planet IL i s faradyonic is not essential in this respect:
i t is due to the internal action of EL). Ton are ready to accept TirP7~
object pair creation (provided some energy is supplied) but perhapB you are
aot eager to accept macro-object (reader-antireader) pair creation. There-
fore, i f you know (extended) relativity, ve have a simple recipe (for orthodox
persons): Through the suitable Lorentz transformation,_go from your description
to the description in the K, rest frame; and you shall find a more orthodox
description ( i . e . reception of tachyonic R̂ i his slowing dovn and emission of
bradyonle IL).



enough, however, ve expect that reader R,, s i l l operate an
analogous Lorsntz transformation whenever he observes the drees colour of the

(subliminal) reader K us shifted by the-.EtJUndardi"Dgppler effect".

Putting f ict ion aside, l e t us remember that the descriptions v i l l

always become more orthodox in some suitable frames { e .g . in the detector or

source rest frames, e t c . ) . The same applies , for instance, also vhen body B

of Fig.3 has a complicated internal structure, BO as. to contain moving

constituent objects: in this case B can part ial ly absorb even tachyons vith the

"prohibited" speed V > c /u lo the overall e.m.a. of E (where u i s the c.m.

speea of E). •

VII. KTSCEIiAireOUS, HJKEEEB EEMAKKB

i ) Any standard (e .g . electron—positpn) pair creation can appear to

a Superluminal frame S as a unique, travel l ing tacbyon-electron (or taehyon-

positon) which enits or absorbs a couple of photons at a certain time instant.

Since, for S, one law of the very particular phenomenon under examination

seems to be that "rest mass i s an additional conserved charge", then the same

law should held for subluminal observers s (observing the pair creation).

We conclude that m^le )

therein; that i s to say, antiparticles - In the usual formalism - ought to

be formally associated v i th negative rest masses (but to pos i t ive re lat iv iBt ie

, as already claimed in Eef.9 and references -

masses and energies, of course!) 9)

IT)i i ) Inf ini te speed tachyons carry no energy (even i f they carry -a

minimal momentum, mc)and should not be able t o transmit information. But

then, vhv I s i t not possible to modulate the ir spins (or h e l i c i t i e s ) to enable
21)

them to transmit information?

Let us remember, first, that "transcendent" taclyona are not
vith

associated /, any definite direction along their motion line; they can be

considered as "outgoing" tachyons as yell as "incoming" antitachyons;

or ye can even consider them as pair created '»2') at any intermediate point

between A and B (see Fig.l). In the quantum-mechanical formalism, ve could

write,for example ,

(5)

-10-

For consistency in our descriptions, however, when we pass from

considering, e.g..A—»B tachyons to B.—»A • antltachyons, the

associated transported quantities must; either, change sign or_ be aero. For

instance, the;-"charges" do change sign, and therefore can be - aa-they^sre -

different from zero (in fact, even transcendent tachyons seem to be able to

transport charges) • ' On the contrary, energy, e.g.. (bound to be

positive both for tachyons and for antitachyons) vould not change sign, and

therefore transcendent tachyons muflt carry zero energy (as they do).

Bovj helicity too does not change sign (see. e.g.,Fig.l6b of Eef.l)

and therefore helicity for infinite speed tachyons should be zero. Con-

sequently, it seems that at least the helicity cannot be modulated for
29)

transcendent tachyons , so as to allov information transmission. (This

is true at least for the spin component along the motion direction of infinite

speed tachyons).

Of course, one could nov ask why we cannot modulate the (electric)

charge of transcendent taehyons. All these problems vill be dealt with

elsevhere. Here, ve can "solve" that problem simply by remembering that if,

as before, a macro-ob.1ect B is assumed not to decrease its rest mass when

absorbing tachyons, then S vill never be able to absorb transcendent tachyons

(neither vhen moving nor vhen at rest). It can be shove, through some easy

kinematics, that - .under the previous conditions - B will not be able even

to scatter infinite speed tachyons. .

iii) Another (possibly important) consideration Is the following.

Let us consider, e.g., a process like the following:

i-*b + t (6)

where T is an antitachyon. Then, under a suitable Lorentz transformation

(LT), a new observer can describe the same process as:

(T)

32)If, in Eq.{6), t was emitted and then had travelled until absorbed by a

(near or far) detector, then in Eq.(T) t must of course be considered as

emitted by a (near or far) source.

It should then be clear that the matter emission power of tachyons

must be connected with the tachyon cosmic flua (as expected also from other,

obvious considerations'). For instance, if AT is the mean-life of particle

a for the decay in Eq.(6), then

-11-



(8)

vhere *(t) in the tachyon (cosmic) flux density and o(a,b) the Invariant
given by

cross-section of process (7). In other uords, AT is^the Lorentz tranBformation

of the average time A T 1 that particle a. must spend before being struck by

a "comic" tachyon t and transforming into b_ :

Iv) Finally, let us mention that one of UB (MP) thinks that causal para-

doxes could even better be solved in the context of 5-dimension*l relativity

IB any case, considering SH in five dimensions already proved to be a

useful tool for attributing the correct role to proper mass and to proper

time, and for giving extended relativity a more elegant form.
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7.A.M. Dirac, Proc. Boy. Soc: A126. 360 (1930); E.C.G. Stiickelberg,

HelT. Phye. Acta Jh., 32L, 588 (191*!); E.P. Feynman, Phys. Rev. J§_,

7U9, 769 (19U9). Bee also Refs.l and li. The "RIP" has been given

a nev, elegant formulation in five-dimensional space by E. Recami

and G. Ziino, Suovo Cimento 22L' 2 °

See Ref.l; and R. Mignani and E. Eecami, "Vacuum instability and

tachyons: Comments on a recent paper by Zeldovlch* 1975 (to appear

in Phys. Letters B); Int. J. Iheortft. Phys. 12_, 299 (1975); Huovo

Cimento 2JtA, 1(36 (1971*); Lettere al Nuovo Cimento 11, Uai (1971*);

E. Becami and E. Hodica, Lettere al Fuovo Cimento 12_, 263 (1975);

E. Recaai and R. Mignani, Lettere al Huovo CInento 6_, 110 (1973);

Phye. Letters 62^, \l (1976). See also Ref.U.

tf.V. Ignatowski, Physik Zeitschr. 21, 972 (1910); P. Frank and

H. Rothe, Ann. Physik 3jt. 825 (1911); E. Hahn, Arch. Math. Phys. 21^

1 (1913).
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8) The meaning of this postulate is self-explanatory within Infomation

theory; i t is supported by thermodynamics a ^ a l l physical experience.

Furthermore, i t allows the prediction o r - merely from relativity - the

existence of antiparticles.

9) For a rlgorcrus treatment of "RIP", and for details, see Bef.l and

E. Beeami and G. Ziino, Huovo Cimento 33A, 205 (1976). See also Eefs. k

and 6.

10) Cf. also M. Pavsic, E. Reeaml and G. Ziino, Lettere al Huovo Cimento

17, 257 (1976).

11) For definitions of causes, effects, causal connections, see, e.g.

Ref.l, p.261-262.

12) Suitable analysis and definitions of lav, description, e tc . , can be

found in Ref.l, p.2U8.

13) Cf. p.253 of Ref.l.

Ik) Remember, however, that the "third postulate" ("RIP") must be

introduced even in standard relativity in order tojiavoia, ' *

energy transmission into the past byjusual particles'(bra ons) - and

in order to better understand the connection particleB/antiparticles

(and also the whole subliminal physics); See also fief.8.

15) See,, e.g.,the recent work by L. Basano, Lettere al Nuovo Ciioento 16^

562 (1976).

16) This sign-dependence on the considered observer takes place for energy,

as ve can see, but not for "charges" (in this case). In fact,

"charges" change their sign only when the "generalized Lorentss trans-

formations" <(see Eef.l} bring A (or B) into S (or I ) . The "generalized

Lorentz; transformations" (GLT) are the elements of the nev group G

of extended relativity containing both usual, subliminal Lorentz

transformations (LT) and Superluminal Lorentz transformations (SLT).

In Eef.l i t has been shown that, if LcG, then.also ~L£G.

17) Infinite-speed tachyons carry zero energy (but 3-momentum magnitude

equal to m_) and their direction along their motion line has no

definite sense; As "bradyons" at rest are Points in space, extended

in time along a line, ao transcendent tachyons are "points" i,n time,

extended in space along a line; Cf. E, Hignaai and E. Secami, Lettere

al Huovo Cimento (in press). Infinite-speed tachyons will be dealt

with elsewhere, also due to their possible role in hadron structure
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IS)

19)

20)

21)

22)

23)

2k)

25}

(remember, e.g., Susskind's "instantons", Preparata's "quark bilocal

functions", beBides "pomerDns"). Cf., e.g.,E. Mignani and E. Eeeami,

Huovo Cimento' 30A. 533 (1975); Pbys. Letters (to appear); and the

quotations (87-89) in Ref.l".

From.Ref.l, p.239, i t is clear that an "antisignal" is related to i t s

signal such as antiparticleB to their partieleB: An "antisignal" is

carried by antiparticles Just as the signal is carried by (their)

partieleB. Of course both carry positive energy (and positive in-

formation}! See also the following. In the case of photons, they

coincide with antiphotons.

We warn the reader from drawing naive conclusions vhen analysing

Information transmission by tachy on bean scattering. •

See Eef.l, p.26U; and R. Mignani and E. Becami, to appear in Fhys.

Letters B. Here and in the following,natural units (c • l ) will be

used when convenient.

However, we shall immediately obtain Bueh a constraint vhen A is

a subnuclear or nuclear particle, e.g. when considering the process

i (1232)—»p + t , in the rest frame of the 4 . resonance. Such

considerations are useful when considering the probable role of

tachyonB in elementary particle interactions ("dual theories",
20) 22)

"strings", Higgs mechanism, besides "virtual particles").
23)

Moreover, hadrons might be considered as "strong black holes' ,

so that tachyons - by crossing their horizon - might transform into

bradyons and vice versa. Tachyons, then, may even be the strong field

quants (compare, e.g., the electromagnetic excited-atom decay A* -* A + v

with the previous possible process A -»p + t ) .

See also H. Mignani and E. Hecami, Huovo Cimento 3OA, 533 (1975),

pp. 536, 539; Eef.l,pp. 265, 266. .

Abdus Salam,in Developments in High Energy Physics (Academic Press,

Hew York 1972); K.P. Sinha and C. Sivaram, Lettere al Nuovo Cimento

8., 321* (1973); E. Eeeami and P. Castorina, Lettere al Nuovo Cimento

15_, 31|7 (1976); P- Caldirola, M. Pavsic and E. Eeeami, in preparation,

i t will soon be clear that our relevant assumption in tfaiB respect

is that the set fit] of readers is not void and contains n ?• 2

elements.

See, e.g.,C.W. Misner, K.S. Thorne and J.A. Wheeler, Gravitation

(San Francisco, 1973). See also 8.W. Hawking, Cominun. Math. Phys.

l»j, 199 (1975) j P. Salzman and G. Salzman, Lettere al Huovo Cimento 1,

859 (1969). -15-



27)

28)

29)

30)

31) Notice that "transcendent" tachyons

26) The stated assertion ia of course a "law" of that particular

phenomenon : in the sense that it remains true: under a certain

large class of (subliminal) Lorentz transformations (e.g. from B to

suitable S 1 ) ; if we assume that it is actually a "0-ffo-variant
 1 '

lav, then «s a consequence ve get that aatiparticles must formally be

attributed a negative rest mass. But nothing will prevent us from re- .

formulating "extended relativity" in a slightly different way (so es to

redefine, for instance, s, "rest mass" that changes sign vben going frcm

particles to antiparticles, and a "proper mass" vhich, on the contrary:,

is G inrariant).

W. Zacharias and J. Grodsky, private communications.

See, R. Mignani and E. Recand., second Bef.SO.

Cf. also J.D. Edmonds, Jr., Found, of Fhys. 6, 33 (1976).

We have shown, however, that an (electric) charge, vhen going at

infinite speed, builds up only a magnetic field, see, e.g., Ref .1

and E. Secani and H. Mignani, Lettere al Huovo CImento 2.. 3^7 (19T>0.

can only take energy from the

scatterer. Therefore, if; for instance. Sat rest scatters transcendent

taehyons, it should utilize its rest mass energy to supply energy both

to tachyons and to itself (for its recoil notion), this vould be

contrary to the assumption* about the rest mass behaviour of nacre—

objects' adopted in thi» paper. ^ :

32) Our philosophy - similar to that of Wheeler and Feynman - ia that

no object can be emitted if in the Universe there do not exist detectors'

that vill be ahl* to absorb it sooner or later. In fact, this

philosophy is a must in (extended) relativity with tachyone ,

since tachyon.physics cannot be done without always taking into account

the proper sources and detectors _ (due to the fact that the roles

of tachyon sources an - tachyon detectors can invert under a standard

LT). Any couple of bodies connected through tachyon exchange are

realizing a symnetrical, instantaneous connection according to a

suitable observer. And. it" is not vithout" i»»im4wg that in Ref .33 the

saae philosophy vas shown to be adoptable in the l<Triting case of

photons» •

33) J.A. Wheeler and H.P. Peyman, Rev. Mod. Phys. r[_, 157
21, Itaj (19^9).
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3U1 M. Pavlic, in preparation,and -Lettere al Suovo Ciwaito i j , kk (1976).

35) See, e.g., I'. Heeatni and G. Ziino, Huovo CimntD ^ A . 2°5 (1976);
P. Caldirola and E. Recami,.Ref A; 7. CCLdirola, Lettere al Huovo
Cinento 1£, U68 (1976), and, (in press); Suppl. Xuovo Cinento 3_,
297 fl956)i Huovo Cimento 12, 25 (I9k2); Hendlc. Aa»d. d'Italia
X, 19 (1939)-
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FTGUHE CAPTIOUS

F i g - 3

The f i g u r e represen t s t h e exchange from A t o B of a p a r t i c l e

P with negati-re energy {and "charges") and t r a v e l l i n g backwards

in time (t < t ) . From the third postulate of special

re lat iv i ty ("negative energy particles travell ing forward in time

do not exist") and from the fact that we necessarily "explore"

Minkowski space-time going "forward in time", i t follows that such

a process appears as the exchange frog B to A of a particle Q

endowed with positive energy (and "charges") and moving forward in

time. Partible Q then turns out to t>e - see the text - the AHTI-

PAETICIiE of the i n i t i a l particle (except for the he l i c i ty , in this

case): Q = P- . As i s well known, the "third postulate", of SB -

while solving in nuce a l l the (apparent) paradoxes,which seem to

imply an- information transfer into the past, both with the usual

particles (braQyons) and with tachyons - furthermore predicts, for

any part ic le , the existence of i t s antiparticle•

The f irs t apparent paradox here discussed. I t seems that a Super-

luminal observer ( x ' . f ) , while overcoming at 0 the observer (x , t )
on to

at rest , can pass (,the la t ter information on a future - for tBe

la t ter - event E, it_ tachyon signals exist travell ing at (almost)

inf inite speed. Xhe paradox i s immediately solved on the basis of

the third postulate of SR, when one remembers that SH requires

only laws (ana not description detai ls) to be invariant. The

important point, here, i s that causal paradoxes with tacbyons can

easi ly be solved even in macrophysics.

i*i» second apparent paradox here discussed; i t deals, as the

previous one, vltlx MACRD̂ iif SICS with tachyons * I t seems that •

i f the "at rest" observer (x , t ) sends information from A by a

modulated tachyon bean to another subliminal observer ( I ' l f ) ,

boosted along the positive x direction with speed u < c, then
2

heavy paradoxes arise when the beam tachyons have speed V 5 V̂  > c /u
(in fact, in this case the la t ter observer shouia see the tachyon

beast emitted by B, i . e . by i t s e l f ) . The paradox i s solved

by the fact that , in macrophysics, tachyon mechanics allows B to

absoriiQHII tachyons with speeds V < c /u , in which case no

paradoxes arise (where the above speeds are «11 measured in the A

rest frame).

-18-

Fig.U (a) Relation |p*| versus au holding for the tachyons that -

due to their kinematics. - can actually be absorbed by a body B

moving with various speeds along the x axis (where 0 < u < u

< u < c) and having a fixed rest mass tL (i.e. that does not

change its rest mass in the tachyon absorption process). {*>) The

same case as before, but now, showing ["p* j versus I ~? I and now using

m0 as a parameter. Quantity |?l is the three-momentum magnitude

of body B.

Fig.5 The tachyons that (owing to their mechanics) can actually be

absorbed by a body B, with initial rest mass Mg and moving with

a fixed Bpeed u = u^ along the positive x axis, must satisfy

the relation V versus m. shown in the figure. Quantities V * V

and mp are speed and rest mass of tachyons, respectively. Body

B is now allowed to change its rest mass during tachyon absorption:

line 1 refers to A2 • - 0, and line 2 to A2 > 0

-19-
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